
CanadaJam will allow 
Canadians to have a say in the very fabric of
who we are – our identities, our values, our

land, our culture and our future as a country.
CanadaJam will be a massive online collaboration aimed at generating both 

discussion and ideas for action about Canada – our values and our future. We will harness

the collaborative energy and creativity of Canadians, especially our youth, to discover new

insights, perceptions and visions about being Canadian in a global society.

An invitation to

champion 

a new form 

of national

democratic

collaboration 



CanadaJam will be the first event of its kind 
– a collaboration that will invite our entire
nation to come together and participate in an
open, democratic dialogue and debate on what
it means to be Canadian.

Led by national organizations such as
the University of Ottawa, Library and
Archives Canada (LAC), among
others, and employing powerful new
tools developed by IBM, CanadaJam
will offer citizens a radical new form 
of engagement that will empower
them to speak up on events and
issues that affect their lives and 
their future.  

Engaging the
“Net Generation”
There is a rapidly growing population
of young Canadians – the net
generation – whose primary source
of information, entertainment and
socialization is now the global
Internet. This extraordinary and
exciting medium has huge
opportunities for learning and sharing. 

Recently, people moved beyond
visiting, browsing and searching the

Internet. Passive activities have been
replaced by participatory behaviours
where the net generation is creating
a new online society, with their own
content, communities and institutions.

The Web is being propelled towards
a significant paradigm shift by a new
“virtual world” being fashioned by
millions of young people – a world
where traditional national identities
are blurred by a new global citizenship
among its rapidly growing population.
Websites like MySpace and Second
Life are offering our youth new
communities and societies in which
to live, work, consume and socialize.  

Sites like Digg, YouTube and Fark
engage millions of people every day
in evaluating and promoting user-
driven content and ideas that are
having a huge impact on the values
and perceptions of its visitors.  

The popularity of these social
networks demonstrates that
Canadians want to connect. To date,
there is no means to harness that
spirit of collaboration to address
Canadian issues. Nor are traditional
means of engagement appealing to

young people. Already, 75% of
people between 18 and 25, who are
eligible voters, don't vote. But this
civic disconnect isn’t just at the
political level, it is also at the level of
our society as a whole – in our
communities and volunteerism.   

To start reversing this trend, we 
have to offer youth, and others,
compelling reasons why they should
be participating in Canada, and 
re-connecting with other generations
of Canadians – the pioneers of our
freedoms who built the kind of
society and future we share together.
We must enable that dialogue
through the mechanisms that they
use today to connect with each other
– new Internet-based collaborative
tools.

CanadaJam will reach out across
traditional boundaries of government,
academia, society and business and
engage Canadians in a way that has
never been done before. With this
new form of Web collaboration, we
can start to reverse the trend of
lower and lower levels of
participation in civic society.

An  inv i ta t ion  to Champion a  new form of  nat ional  democrat ic  col laborat ion 



Celebrate Diversity
Embracing diversity has been a cornerstone
of Canadian society for hundreds of years.
Our values, symbols, ethnic and cultural
composition and even our national
institutions have been fundamentally
shaped by Aboriginals, founding peoples,
and new Canadians who have brought
their unique ideas and perspectives to 
this country.

CanadaJam will give existing and new
citizens an opportunity to celebrate being
Canadian. It will be an important first step
in forging new networks across regions,
language and ethnic groups, to share
stories of our past, learn from each other
and collaborate in the context of what we
share in common.  

Connecting our growing visible minorities
with each other and all Canadians will be
one of the key objectives of CanadaJam.

Building Partnerships
The University of Ottawa, LAC and IBM
have begun to build a network of
hundreds of supporting organizations who
will be an important marketing channel to

millions of Canadians,
through their networks 
and affiliations. 

CanadaJam is now looking
for cornerstone sponsors
who will be leaders in this new age of
communication, connectedness and
collaboration, and who want to be
associated with the rekindling of 
civic participation in what it means 
to be Canadian.  

“...the participation

revolution now

underway opens up

new possibilities for

billions of people to

play active roles in 

their workplaces,

communities, 

national democracies

and the global

economy at large...

this has profound

social benefits...”

Don Tapscott and Anthony D. Williams,
“Wikinomics”

A Jam is:
Democratic Everyone is treated
equally; every voice is heard; every
story told. 
Goal oriented With a purpose
beyond just a massive conversation. 
Time-bound Set timetable,
usually 72-hours.
Pragmatic Participants rate ideas
and drive the discussions towards
concrete outcomes.  
Recorded  All of the dialogue is
preserved in a transcript, exactly as
participants wrote it.
Analyzed  Post Jam analysis
identifies key conclusions and
recommended actions.

Sponsors in CanadaJam
understand the new
paradigm of collaboration
and its importance to our
national fabric.

“Meeting people
and engaging in

good ideas…was like
a high speed

networking party...”
HabitatJam
Participant



CanadaJam will present unique opportunities for cornerstone sponsors:

CanadaJam also offers a unique opportunity for visionary organizations to test drive this
innovative technology, and evaluate whether Jamming is a viable business tool to use
with its members, employees, partners, or even customers, to enhance its business.

The sponsorship required to make CanadaJam a reality 
for 32 million Canadians is approximately $2 million.

For less than seven cents per Canadian, we can draw on the

creativity and the collaborative spirits of our citizens to ensure

that Canada remains one of the best places to live on the

planet, and demonstrates to the world Canada’s commitment

to innovate and create a better life for its people.

CanadaJam Needs You
Become a leader and catalyst to help us create a better Canada than we know today. Through your support of
CanadaJam you will not only be a champion for our great country, you will also demonstrate your leadership
to the rest of the world.

To learn more, contact: Charles Kelly Executive Director, CanadaJam  604-760-4696 charles.kelly@shaw.ca

1. The ability to promote your brand, products and
services to participants on the CanadaJam Website and
on all marketing materials and programs used to
advertise the event

2. Promotional materials to support your own CanadaJam
marketing initiatives with your own customers, partners,
prospects and employees in community outreach

3. The opportunity to add moderators, experts and
facilitators from your own company to join the great
Canadians we are recruiting for CanadaJam

4. Prominent recognition in post-Jam deliverables
including recommendations and action plans to
governments and national institutions

5. Membership on the CanadaJam Executive Advisory
Committee, to provide leadership and recommendations

6. Promotion in the living record of the CanadaJam 
within the Library and Archives website at
www.collectionscanada.ca


